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The grown up chocolate company truffles

If you are a regular reader you are amazing thank you, and if you are a novice, hello and welcome. Last week I reviewed two varieties of praline cup from The Grown Up Chocolate Company of which I adored one. If you would like to find out which one below, read my review here. As promised, the new range offered
from The Grown Up Chocolate Company continues today with Gorgeously Gooey Caramel Truffle Cups* and Perfectly Buttery Peanutty Cups*. Their names on their own sound wonderful, don't they? Chocolate mugs full of toffee and a candy truffle with runny Slicing this open vaulted chocolate, the gooey candy was
practically making a run for him. Bright, sticky and sweet caramel was delicious against thick milk chocolate. The salty pieces at the top were a good touch to give this an unexpected touch of salted caramel. I can't say I identified the toffee inside all that candy, and it wasn't too truffle either. For me this is just a caramel
chocolate, but a very fine one. Smooth peanut butter cups with a little candy, wrapped in creamy milk chocolate, I think we can all imagine my excitement when they arrived. In fact, I have been looking for these for a considerable amount of time and was delighted that they were included. Simply put, these round
sandwiches were glorious. Filled with thick authentic peanut butter with a pinch of caramel to help with the overall texture. The salt stains on top once again gave a pleasant salty backdrop that, of course, worked perfectly with peanuts. The quality was there and was definitely executed well, the only problem is that they
are too fast and you have to eat another one. Oh Grown Up Chocolate Company you're a smart bean. I could take or leave the Gorgeously Gooey Caramel Truffle Cups, but the Perfectly Buttery Peanutty Cups are where the party is. From the new collection my favorites are, of course, these Peanutty Cups along with
the Spectacular Praline Cups. If you would like to give them or any of their products a visit, visit their website here to view stockists and online orders. Which of the Grown Up Chocolate Company would you like to try or which one do you like best? Let me know. Nibbles 'n' Scribbles x *A big thank you to The Grown Up
Chocolate Company for sending me these to try. All opinions are mine. The adult chocolate company55%62gCarbs42%21gFat3%3gProtein How does this food fit into its daily goals? Activity needed to burn:458 calories1.1 Biking hours 46Minutes of Running 2.8Hours of Cleaning we plant 1 tree for each bar sold! Order
soft, ganaches centers made with the richest cream and butter that wrap your taste buds in a luxurious Deep, enclosed in a chocolate shell that opens perfectly, chocolate truffles are the perfect gift for a loved one or for pleasure. Offering the exotic and luxurious flavors of pink gin, salted caramel Raspberry champagne,
Love Cocoa is a one-stop shop for your indulgent truffle needs. Not only is the taste second to none, but with the delivery of chocolate truffle mailboxes you can order them today and have them delivered to you or someone who deserves a pleasure. A precious giftN't be disappointed with chocolate truffle gifts, so you can
be sure that any family member or friend who loved will appreciate the decision to buy them truffles. With a variety of gift box options, such as Boozy or Birthday, as well as individual flavor boxes, you can mix and match for the perfect truffle selection. Despite their popularity, truffles can still be a novelty and as such we
have compiled a list of frequently asked questions and answers for the truffle novice below. What is the difference between a truffle and a chocolate? With both offering a moment of chocolate from the sky, there are some key differences between truffles and chocolates. Paradoxically, truffles are a type of chocolate, but
chocolate is just a truffle flavor! Chocolate is derived from cocoa bean and offers a flavor for cooking and baking with, usually in the form of sweet treats, drinks and sweets. In comparison, a truffle is a dessert delicacy that started in Europe and contains a ganache center with a coating, either solid chocolate or powder.
In the form of a ball and given as gifts for special occasions, there are all kinds of fillings available for all tastes and preferences. Do truffles sound? We guarantee a couple of months in our chocolate truffles however we imagine they won't last that long! Do truffles taste like chocolate? Versatile in nature and taste, a
truffle is usually made with chocolate, but can be savored like almost anything you want! Love Cocoa offers a wide variety of flavors such as pink gin, raspberry champagne and salted caramel, as well as traditional milk chocolate. The ganache center of a truffle can be infused with many different flavors, as can the outer
shell. Any type of chocolate can be used to complement the other flavors, such as white chocolate with the flavor of raspberry champagne. The outer shell is usually covered in a coating - this can be nuts, candies, sprays or anything else you fancy! What makes a chocolate truffle a truffle? Originally from France in the
1800s, the small balls of chocolate delight were named truffles due to their similarity in appearance to mushroom truffle. Mushroom truffles are a delicacy, so it's only fair that these pieces of heaven are named after you! Can truffles be alcoholic? Like many chocolate treats, alcohol is a key part of turning a truffle into a
gift for adults. Love Cocoa uses alcohol in several of its truffle recipes for the flavor it brings, as well as that mischievous feeling of treating yourself. Its flavors of raspberry champagne and pink gin will be instant instantaneous with the adult in his life. Alcoholic flavors can help bring that sense of luxury and indulgence to
anyone's day. Perfect for special occasions like birthdays (everyone wants a chocolate birthday, anniversaries (what better way to let a loved one know how you feel?), or just as a surprise! When there are so many ways to consume chocolate, it can get a little boring. What better way to bring your sweets to life or help a
loved one enjoy a little than with a box of high-end truffles? It's even better when they can be delivered directly to your door! No need to look for a chocolate or get messy trying to make them yourself, Love Cocoa can provide you with the chocolate punch that has lacked your moments of secret indulgence. As a rare
luxury, there is nothing better than the creamy center and hard outer shell of a beautifully crafted chocolate truffle. Visit today lovecocoa.com ask for a small box of heaven! Since this little blog started primarily as a food blog, I feel like it's time to try to get back to that. As much as I love writing about beauty and lifestyle
issues, food is basically my only true and really strange love posting a lot of recipes and foodie reviews. I know I still publish them, but I feel like I've strayed from that quite a bit in the last few months, so as of today I'm going to try to get back to it! I really don't think I could go back to my foodie stalls with something better
than a review of some delicious chocolates from the very generous people at The Grown Up Chocolate Company. I mean, is chocolate life? I had seen The Grown Up Chocolate Company on social media quite a few times and I always wanted to try some of their chocolates, they looked amazing every time I saw a
picture of them! They make a great variety of tasty treats and I really don't know why it has taken me so long to finally get to try some, but I'm so glad I finally have. Anyway, let me start by telling you a little bit about the brand. They started in 2011 and basically made it their mission to create the most indulgent and
decadizing chocolates ranging from bars to truffles and cups, as well as other things and have basically grown and grown since then. I was lucky enough to be shipped some of their new products to try and OMG I've become a bit obsessed! The first of the four boxes I tried (with a little help from George, since we both
love our chocolate) was the Spectacular Speculicious Praline Cups. First of all the name is just amazing, but the taste really was amazing. This box along with the others contained 6 cups, and these were full of spiced biscuits and hazelnut praline, which subtle nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves and other warm spices. Not only
did they look super tasty, but I could immediately smell the spices, they instantly made me feel ready for autumn. Autumn. round and dense with a touch of creaking at the top, just melted into my mouth, they were lovely. Next up was the Heavenly Whole Hazelnut Praline Cups. These are actually the ones that appear at
the top and bottom of this post, you may have gotten through the others too fast to take a picture of them! There were 6 smooth praline cups filled with a crunch of crispy rice and hazelnuts. I love chocolate that contains swollen rice, I like the texture and creaking of it and anything with hazelnuts is a winner for me. I really
don't have a bad word to say about these, they were so good, chocolate was just dreamy. Now we have the ones that were most skeptical about, the butter peanut cups perfectly. Despite my huge love of peanut butter cookies, I'm not a big fan of the spread itself and I'm not someone who could eat a load of Reeses
chocolate, so I really didn't know what to expect with these. I actually feel a little bad about doubting them, though as I loved it! Something about this was perfect for me. They contain some caramel and since they are enclosed in chocolate with creamy milk, the peanut blow was not too much and I could definitely try the
candy with each bite so it was just a great combination. Of all of them I think these would be the ones I would go buy first to prove how good they are, as I didn't really know what to expect! These are fabulous for those who only like peanut butter in small doses, the candy is just brilliant with it. Finally we have the
Gorgeously Gooey Caramel Truffle Cups. These are chocolate cups stuffed with a mini candy truffle and soft running candy. What I loved about these is that they had a pretty strong taste of buttery toffee, as well as caramel and chocolate and together all the flavors were just amazing. They were really full and a perfect
candy. They were definitely lenient, but who's not a box of chocolates like that? Everything about them was delicious. I honestly couldn't delight in The Grown Up Chocolate Company anymore, I don't think. Only every box I tried was amazing and I wanted more of each. I think the 6 chocolates in each box was a lot as
they are quite stuffed and sweet, and sometimes you just can't handle it more than that so one of these boxes is brilliant to open on a Friday or Saturday night when you just want some candy! If I had to pick a favorite, I would probably go for the peanut butter cups, but in reality they were all so good and I wouldn't
hesitate to pick more of these in the future! I just wanted to say, as well as try quite amazing, I also love the packaging of each of these. The Grown Up Chocolate Company such extravagant designs in all its bars and boxes and I love it. It definitely stands out and I like that each box is a little different. I think these would
make great gifts also maybe for Christmas or a birthday, which make a change of regular brand chocolate I think and I'm definitely going to get something for people in the future. If you want to see more of The Grown Up Chocolate Company and want to know what other products they make, check out their website here!
You can buy products from your own website or a list of retailers can be found there as well. I couldn't recommend it enough!! Have you ever tried any of this brand before? Do you think you'd like any of these? *They sent me a selection of chocolates to review, as I always only work with brands that I feel are relevant to
me and my blog Follow Me - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest &amp; Bloglovin! - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest &amp; Bloglovin!
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